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ABSTRACT
Power quality requirement is one of the most important issues for power distribution system. Voltage sag and
swells are major power quality issue in distribution system due to non linear loads and superconducting devices
use in power electronics converters. To compensate these problems, custom power devices are used. Today the
custom power device DVR is used to compensate sag and swell but it required real power and reactive power
injection in to distribution system. Real power required external energy storage device whereas reactive power
generated within the DVR. Capacity of storage unit decides the ability of DVR to compensate voltage sag. To
increase the compensation capacity of system, this paper proposed the Interline dynamic voltage restorer concept.
IDVR consist of several DVRs, when one of the DVR compensates for voltage sag appearing in that feeder at the
same time others DVRs replenish the energy in the common DC link dynamically. The three phases IDVR system
for high voltage is design with space vector pulse modulation technique for generation of reference signal. The
close loop control scheme is also add the effectiveness in the system while modeling and simulation of interline
dynamic voltage restorer. The simulation results obtained for IDVR are analyzed and presented to show the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed IDVR system.
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INTRODUCTION
Power quality is of great importance in distribution system, power quality can be essentially influenced by an
important factor like quality service. In present era, most of the power quality problems are due to different fault
conditions [1, 2]. These several different fault events are spikes or surges, sags, swells, outages, under and
overvoltage, harmonics, flicker, frequency deviations, electrical noise, etc. Distribution system is mainly affected
by voltage sag and swell. Voltage sags can cause mostly by lightning strokes faults on the transmission or
distribution system or by switching of loads with large amounts of starting current such as motors, transformers
and huge dc power supply [3]. The voltage swell mainly occurs due to energizing of capacitor banks, shutdown of
large loads, unbalanced faults, transients and power frequency surges.
There are different types of custom power devices used in electrical power network to improve power quality
disturbances. Each of the devices has its own merits and limitations. For example, the dynamic voltage restorer
(DVR) is preferred over the static var compensator (SVC) because the SVC unable to control active power flow
[4]. DVR also has a higher energy capacity compared to the SMES and UPS devices. Furthermore, the DVR is
smaller in size and cost is less compared to other custom power devices. Based on these reasons DVR is most
popular and useful device presently. But the compensation capability of particular DVR, especially for
compensating long duration voltage sags, depends on the energy storage device [5]. This storage capability limits
the compensation of long duration voltage sag effectively. To solve this, several DVRs are connected to shear a
common DC-link is used to protect sensitive loads from voltage sags in distribution system, this concept is named
as interline dynamic voltage restorer (IDVR) [6, 7]. This IDVR system would reduces the cost of the custom power
device, as sharing a common dc link as reducing the dc link storage capacity significantly compared to that of a
system whose loads are protected by bunch of DVRs with separate energy storages [8]. It also compensates the
long duration voltage sag effectively. The IDVR system is implemented in the next section as per IEEE 1159 and
IEC 60050 standards. In these standards the voltage sag is defined as a decrease in RMS voltage from 0.1 to 0.9
per unit, for duration of 0.5 cycles to 1 minute. Similarly, voltage swell is defined as an increase in RMS voltage
from 1.1 to 1.8 per unit of the fundamental frequency with duration from half cycles to one minute.
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OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF IDVR
The IDVR system consists of several DVRs in different distribution feeders sharing a common dc-link. A twofeeder IDVR system illustrated in fig. 1 employs two DVRs connected to two different feeders with different
voltage level and are originating from two grid substations [3]. When one of the DVRs in this system compensates
for voltage sag, the other is operates in power-flow control mode to refill dc link energy storage which is exhausted
due to the real power taken by DVR working in the voltage-sag compensation mode [9, 10]. Due to electrical
distance between two feeders, it is practical to assume that the voltage sag in Feeder 1 would have a lesser impact
on Feeder 2. Therefore these two feeders can be considered as two independent sources and are corresponding to
the Thevenin’s equivalent impedances ZL1 and ZL2 connected to the buses one and two of their respective feeders
as in fig. 1. ZL1 and ZL2 are calculated based on the fault level.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of an IDVR in a two feeder system

SIMULATION FOR VOLTAGE SAG COMPENSATION IN AN IDVR SYSTEM
Fig.2 shows the simulation model of proposed system consist of a space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM)
inverter, its control system, injection transformer with the turn ratio 1:1 and the DC link or energy storage device.
The principle of operation is described in Fig.1. The programmable three phase source is connected to three phase
load through DVR in order to generate sag. When the load on the feeder one is increased load voltage decreases. If
decrease in voltage is less than 90% of nominal voltage the voltage sag is detected by reference generator block.
Where the three phase a, b, c sag voltage is transform in to the dq0 transformation. A PID (proportional integral
derivative) controller determines an error value as the difference between a decrease in voltage and a rated three
phase voltage. The controller attempts to minimize the error by adjusting the process through use of a manipulated
variable and generate start and stop triggering pulse for PWM inverter. The DC-link is connected to the inverter for
injection of appropriate active power with the help of injection transformer. At the same time DVR two in this
system operated on the power flow control mode to replenish dc-link voltage [11]. Table I contain the system
specifications with their respective values and are used will implement MATLAB/SIMULINK model. As system is
design to analyze the performance distribution feeder having rating of 33KV and 66KV feeder. Feeder one is of
33KV rating and feeder 2 in fig. 2 is of 66 KV rating. According to line ratings the impedances are used, the values
of these impedances are stated in the table I. To compensate the voltage appearing on these two feeders
simultaneously the DC-link storage of high capacity are required. In this system the storage capacity of 35000V is
used. As the filter is connected to inverter side the transformer of 1:1 ratio is used.
The pulse for the inverter can be generated using various pulse width modulation techniques. In the proposed
system, the pulse for the switch is generated using SVPWM [12]. This is operated on special switching sequence of
the upper three power transistors of a three-phase power inverter [13-14]. To implement of this technique is done
one the voltage sag is detected, for detecting the voltage sag feed forward dq0 transformation is used [15-16]. This
transformation gives the information of the depth, phase shift of the voltage sag with start and end time.
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Eq. 1 use to the transform the three phases a, b, c to the dq0. In this transformation, phase a is align with d-axis that
is in perpendicular with the q-axis. The ‘θ’ is defined by the angle between phase a and d-axis. The control scheme
for the proposed system is based on the error signal between the reference voltage and the measured terminal
voltage [17-18].

Fig.2. Simulation model of proposed system

Specifications
supply voltage of feeder1(ph-ph)
Supply voltage of feeder 2(ph-ph)
dc-link capacity
Injection transformer turn ratio
Frequency

Values
33000V
66000V
35000V
1:1
50 Hz

Table -1 System Parameters
Specifications
resistance of feeder1
inductance of feeder1
Resistance of feeder 2
Impedance of feeder2
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Values
0.1Ω
1.0001e-6
500Ω
800e-3
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulations are performed on the IDVR system using MATLAB/SIMULINK. System performance is analyzed
for compensating voltage sag with different sag and swell values so as to achieve rated voltage at given load.
Various cases of different load condition are considered to study the impact of DC storage on sag compensation.
These various voltages sag and swell compensation cases are discussed below:
Voltage Sag Compensation using IDVR System for Feeder 1
Case I: A three phase fault is created by introducing load 2. As a result voltage sag of 10% is generated. The
transition time for the fault is considered from 0.3 sec to 0.8 sec. The simulation result without DVR compensation
technique for feeder 1 is shown in fig.3. The uncompensated voltage, the compensated voltage, injected voltage in
the feeder 1 and the three phase load voltage shown in fig. 3. When the load increases in such way that the voltage sag of
10% is appears on the 66 KV feeder. It is compensated by the IDVR successfully this are shown in fig. 4. The dc-link of
capacity 35KV is capable of mitigating voltage sag of feeder 2 and feeder 1 at a same time. The simulation results
shows in fig.3 and 4 are stated that the IDVR compensate the voltage sag of 10% on feeder1 and 2.

Fig.3 Compensation of voltage sag on feeder 1

Fig. 4 Voltage sag compensation by IDVR in 66KV

Case II: Three phase fault is created via the three phase RL load .Which results in voltage sag of 20%. The
transition time is from 0.3 sec to 0.8 sec as shown in Fig. 5. The simulation results without compensation are
shown in the Fig.5. The compensating voltage sags in feeder1 of IDVR with dc-link voltage. The same result is
obtained in case of feeder 2
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Fig. 5 20% voltage sag compensation in feeder 1 by IDVR system

Fig.6. Voltages swell compensation in feeder 1

Fig.7 Voltage swells compensation in feeder 2
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Voltage Swells Compensation using IDVR System for Feeder 1
Case I: For voltage swell creation the three phase load is cut off. So that the load on the system is decreases and
load voltage is increases. The transition time for the fault is considered from 0.3 to 0.8.The simulation result are
shows the compensation voltage, uncompensated voltage, load 2 injected voltage and the injected voltage by
inverter. The result shown in Fig.6 is for voltage swell of 20%.
Voltage swell compensation on feeder 2 which is of 66 KV are successfully achieved by the IDVR are shown in
fig.7. The voltage swell created on the both the feeders are fully compensated by the IDVR system effectively are
shown in the fig.6 and fig 7.
Case II: The three phase swell is created on the both the feeder of the magnitude 27 % .transition time for the fault
is considered from 0.3 sec to 0.8 sec as shown in fig. 8. When voltage swell of 27% is created on the feeders 2 then
the voltage swell of that feeder is successfully compensated by IDVR system and shown in fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Voltage swells compensation by IDVR of magnitude 27%

Fig.9 Voltage 27% swells compensation result for 66 KV feeders.
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ANALYSIS OF VOLTAGE SAG AND SWELL COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES
The power system shown in fig.1 is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK, for the case I with an addition of load and
case II with sudden cut off of load. During normal operating condition, there is normal flow of current through
load 1. At initial state, the load 2 is disconnected from system during the time interval from 0 to 0.3 sec and no sag
is appearing in the system. During this interval, there is voltage drop in the load voltage as shown in fig. 3. The
voltage drop occurs in the feeder when load 2 is added to the supply line at 0.3 sec. now the sag problem occurs
during interval from 0.3 to 0.8 sec. therefore the duration required for voltage injection is 0.5 sec. this required
voltage is supplied to the system by using the DVR through injection transformer. Whatever the sag is detected is
compared with the reference voltage and then with the help of PID controller the gate pulse is generated and sent to
inverter. Inverter injects the voltage in system through injection transformer. This injected voltage of inverter is
shown in above fig. 3 to 9 and are named as injected voltage. In case I, 10% voltage sag is appear on the supply
line for duration of 0.5 sec. this 10% decrease in voltage sag is compensated by injecting real power from dc-link
and reactive power from inverter. At the same time the feeder 2 DVR is operated on power flow control mode to
maintain the dc-link voltage constant at 35 KV. The injected voltage from load 2 to dc-link is shown in fig. 3 to 9,
as per dc link requirement are named as voltage across load 2. If the sag appears on the both the feeders then the
compensation of this voltage sag is completely dependent on the dc-link storage device. The proposed system able
to compensate the simultaneous occurrences of voltage sags on both the feeders but total 30% of voltage sag is
mitigated using this system.
The additional load is removed from the system at 0.3 sec this is shown in fig. 6 to 9 and named as uncompensated
voltage. Then the voltage is increases suddenly such increase in voltage is compensated by the restoration system.
The voltage sag and swell are created on the system for duration of 0.5 sec in all the cases and mitigates
successfully using IDVR system. The proposed system effectively mitigates the sag and swell occurs on both
feeders. The analysis stated that the proposed system are able to mitigated voltage sag and swell up to 27%
effectively. The created voltage sag and swell are maintained in table II with their respective feeder rating. This sag
and swell are mitigated by proposed IDVR system.
Table -2 Percentage of Sag and Swell
%Voltage sag
10
10
20
20

%Voltage swell
20
20
27
27

System voltage
33 KV
66 KV
33 KV
66 KV

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the simulation of IDVR is done using MATLAB/SIMULINK software and its analysis has been
presented. Simulation results showed clearly the performance of the IDVR in mitigating voltage sag and swell
problems. The IDVR handled the situation without any difficulties and injected the appropriate voltage component
to maintain load voltage at its nominal values. Based on analysis of simulated system, it is suggested that the voltage
sag and swell up to 27 % are effectively compensated by the IDVR. The effectiveness of the IDVR system for 33KV
and 66KV lines is tested in SIMULINK model. In the tested system it is observed that, after a particular amount of
voltage sag, the voltage level at the load terminal decreased and it is successfully maintained at its pre-sag value by
inserting IDVR. It is also concluded that the IDVR effectively works on different feeder of different ratings.
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